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Abstract

Linear position interpolation helps pre-trained models using rotary position embeddings
(RoPE) to extrapolate to longer sequence lengths. We propose using linear position inter-
polation to extend the extrapolation range of models using Attention with Linear Biases
(ALiBi). We find position interpolation significantly improves extrapolation capability on
upstream language modelling and downstream summarization and retrieval tasks.

1 Introduction

LLMs support for long sequence lengths is critical for many downstream applications. However, retraining
or fine-tuning models to support long sequence lengths is costly. Recent works by Dosovitskiy et al. (2021)
and Chen et al. (2023) show approaches to interpolate learned and rotary position embeddings (RoPE),
respectively. These techniques improve models’ capability to interpolate and extrapolate to different sequence
lengths. Similarly, Attention with Linear Biases (ALiBi) (Press et al., 2021) adds a recency bias in the
attention mechanism to help the model extrapolate to longer sequence lengths. However, recent work by
Dey* et al. (2023) shows ALiBi position embeddings only extrapolate well to ∼12% beyond the trained
sequence length for an over-trained model (Hoffmann et al., 2022). Thus, we propose to extend the sequence
extrapolation capabilities of ALiBi position embeddings using position interpolation. Position interpolation
with ALiBi extends sequence lengths of models up to 2x the maximum training sequence length while
maintaining its original language modelling performance.

2 Position Interpolation

Linear position interpolation (PI) was proposed concurrently by Chen et al. (2023) and kaiokendev (2023)
to extend the effective context length of models using rotary position embeddings (RoPE) (Su et al., 2022).
In this work, we extend position interpolation to also improve the extrapolation capability of models with
ALiBi position embeddings, without performing additional pre-training or fine-tuning.

2.1 ALiBi with Linear Position Interpolation

In its original implementation, ALiBi adds a bias vector to the query-key dot product. The bias vector is
formulated based on predefined slopes for each head, and the positional differences between the queries and
the keys. Thus, we can formulate the attention scores for headj and queryi as:

softmax

qiK
T + mj · [−(i − 1), . . . , −2, −1, 0]︸ ︷︷ ︸

positional bias


To enable ALiBi extrapolation during inference, we propose scaling the slopes dynamically by a factor of L/L′

where L is the maximum sequence length observed during training and L′ is the extended input sequence
length during inference, m′

j = mj

(
L
L′

)
. Noting, we only scale the slopes when L′ > L to maintain the
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previous performance of the model for samples with sequence length smaller than or equal to the training
sequence length.

In models using RoPE, attention score magnitudes tend to blow up during extrapolation (Chen et al., 2023).
Hence, the motivation for using position interpolation with RoPE was to scale down positional distances
to the stable and bounded interpolation range seen during training. Contrary to RoPE, we observe ALiBi
introduces lower magnitude attention scores for tokens in the extrapolation regime than are seen in the
interpolation regime (Figure 1). By applying position interpolation, we adjust the ALiBi slope to scale
up attention scores and prevent the introduction of lower magnitudes for positional differences beyond the
training context length.

Figure 1: Attention scores in an exemplar attention head (last head of first layer) from BTLM-3B-8K
model for a query at position 10.5K.

3 Evaluation

We tested ALiBi with position interpolation using BTLM-3B (Dey* et al., 2023) and MPT-7B (Team,
2023a;b) pre-trained models without fine-tuning.

3.1 Language Modeling

To quantify the improvement in extrapolation capability from using position interpolation with ALiBi po-
sition embeddings, we follow Peng et al. (2023) and measure the average perplexity on 10 documents from
Proof-pile (Azerbayev et al., 2022) truncated to 16K tokens.

In Figure 2, we evaluate BTLM-3B-8K and MPT-7B-8K models and observe the baseline models can only
extrapolate to 9K-10K context lengths. On the other hand, when using position interpolation these models
are able to maintain the same low perplexity for up to at least 16K tokens (2x the training maximum sequence
length).

Similarly, in Figure 3 we evaluate BTLM-3B-2K1 and MPT-7B-2K and find the baseline models extrapolate
to ∼2.5K-3K tokens. Position interpolation extends the extrapolation to ∼4K tokens before perplexity

1The final checkpoint from the 2048 context length training phase.
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Figure 2: Average perplexity per token position over a set of ten Proof-pile documents for pre-trained
models with 8K training context length.

degradation. It should also be noted that perplexity increases more slowly as token position is increased
beyond the training context length.

Figure 3: Average perplexity per token position over a set of ten Proof-pile documents for pre-trained
models with 2K training context length.

3.2 Document Summarization Tasks

Document summarization is an important application for LLMs that requires inference at long context
lengths. We evaluated BTLM-3B-8K up to 16K context lengths on GovReports (Huang et al., 2021) and
QMSum (Zhong et al., 2021) summarization tasks. The two tasks require the model to understand long
context documents based on samples of government reports and meeting transcripts, respectively. Table 1
shows that position interpolation significantly improves BTLM-3B-8K’s ability to summarize 16K context
lengths, roughly doubling ROUGE scores across tasks.
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Model QMSum (↑) GovReports (↑)
R-1 R-2 R-L R-1 R-2 R-L

BTLM-3B-8K 7.3 2.1 5.8 8.1 3.5 5.7
BTLM-3B-8K + PI 16.6 4.7 12.8 14.7 7.0 9.9

Table 1: ROUGE scores on the QMSum and GovReports long text summarization tasks. We only evaluate
samples less than 16,384 tokens in length.

3.3 Long Range Retrieval Tasks

To evaluate long range retrieval capabilities, we use both LongEval tasks (Li* et al., 2023). The “Coarse-
grained Topic Retrieval” task requires models to retrieve the first discussed topic from a long conversation
that spans multiple topics, and the “Fine-grained Line Retrieval” task which requires models to precisely
retrieve a number from a long document. Figure 4 shows that position interpolation greatly improves BTLM-
3B-8K’s ability to retrieve information from documents longer than seen during training, in both tasks. The
line retrieval task being more challenging still suffered from a drop in performance when extending the
document length.

Figure 4: Accuracy on the LongEval line retrieval and topic retrieval tasks.

4 Conclusion

In this work, we extend the position interpolation method to significantly improve the extrapolation ca-
pability of models with ALiBi position embeddings. With no additional training, we demonstrate this
improvement on long context language modeling, document summarization, and retrieval tasks. As future
work, this combination of ALiBi position embeddings and position interpolation could be used to achieve
further improvements by fine-tuning models with longer context lengths Chen et al. (2023) than seen during
training.
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